GIGGLEBERRY FAIR AT PEDDLER’S VILLAGE
(LAHASKA, PA)…Giggleberry Fair is a world of fun for the entire family. In addition to
the spectacularly restored 1922 Philadelphia Toboggan Company Grand Carousel, this
10,000 indoor family fun center includes Giggleberry Mountain, a brand new
interactive Game Room, Giggles Discovers and the Painted Pony Café.
The late Earl Jamison, founder/creator of Peddler's Village and grandfather of 18,
strived to provide a wholesome, quality experience for children to be both educated and
entertained. His goal was to create activities that children and adults alike would love,
as well as activities that the entire family would enjoy together.
Giggleberry Mountain is the area’s largest and most attractive indoor obstacle
course, challenging for both children and adults. Its colorful and bright, three-story,
six-level obstacle course provides endless family fun. Tens of thousands of foam
berries fill the 60 by 30 foot building, with berry blasters and explosions delivering
hours of entertainment. Fill the berry fountain and see its electrifying explosions of
berries float skyward then hurry through the obstacle course’s colorful obstructions of
netting mazes and unusually sized and shaped berries. Coiling down all three stories is
a custom-designed, enclosed slide – the largest ever produced by Delta Play (the
world-wide leading supplier of innovative and interactive soft play equipment), as well
as a side-by-side racing slide.
Giggleberry Fair launched an all new interactive Game Room this year with
more than 40 of the newest redemption games out on the market, including the
new Transformers, Bat Man Games and Crane games. All games are rated “E”
for everyone. A cashless debit card system and self-serve kiosks add to the
convenience and enjoyment for children and families.
Giggles Discovers consists of five interactive “edu-tainment” areas:
o The Giggles Fire Station #1 encourages children to explore an
authentic wooden fire truck, ring the fire bell, put on fire hats,
jackets and boots, learn about community helpers from the fire
safety videos and engage in all sorts of exciting fire-safety
activities!
o Lightspace Play is a wall-mounted entertainment system that
combines the latest display and interactive technologies to produce
a recreational experience that will provide hours of fun for children
of all ages.

o Children can stretch their dramatic imaginations and create make
believe puppet shows with new puppet friends at the Puppet
Stage.
o The Waterway provides interactive water fun with a Water Mushroom
Fountain, Dam Tabs, Build-a-Pipes, Waterwheels, Horizontal Sprinklers,
Water Currents Cilia and a Vertical Torricelli Pipes for lots of creative
water play.
The Painted Pony Café offers a menu to include country pizza, hot dogs, chicken, fish
and a salad bar. Specialty signature ice cream creations are also available.
Giggleberry Fair is the perfect place for any celebration. The Grand Carousel, a
popular party location, expands its packages with a private birthday area. Giggleberry
Fair has won the Best of Bucks award for Birthday Parties. Call the Birthday Party
hotline at 215-794-4047 for more information on our Birthday Party Packages.
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